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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editor,

We apologize for not having formatted the manuscript as required by BMC. We thought this had been done by San Francisco Edit. We therefore thank you for having spotted all the formatting changes we were required to do.

We have also proofread this version. Authors' name, addresses, affiliations, references, tables, and syntax were checked.

We completed authors affiliations as requested.
We added the figure legend.
We removed authors qualifications on the title page.
We removed keywords from the abstract page.
We changed the title "introduction" to "background".

During the proofread, we spotted the following changes to be made:

- Typo mistake; form was changed to from.
- In the method section, the link to the reference was incorrect. We corrected to the appropriate link and added a new reference published two weeks ago.
- As suggested by reviewers previously, an additional reference was added to support our use of "delayed diagnosis".
- Two e-mail addresses were modified as co-authors requested.

We thank you for the time you have spent editing this article.

Regards,